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Contact: Laurie Ashley, outreach and field coordinator, Wilderness Institute, College of Forestry 
and Conservation, 243-6936.
PROPOSALS WANTED FOR 2005 MATTHEW HANSEN ENDOWMENT 
MISSOULA -
Proposals for the Matthew Hansen Endowment, an award encouraging people to further 
their goals in historical research, creative writing and wilderness studies, are now being accepted.
Proposals must be postmarked by March 1 and must be directed toward historical 
research, creative writing, wilderness studies or a combination of the three. Awards range from 
$400-$ 1,000. Project funding is competitive and proposals are reviewed for attainability and 
relevance to the goals of the endowment. Proposals from individuals will be considered before 
those from institutions.
Projects that can be completed in one year are recommended. In your proposal, please 
explain the project, how the idea began, what you hope to accomplish, who will benefit and how 
the project is related to Montana’s heritage. Proposals should be no longer than two pages and a 
third page should include a detailed budget and project timeline. Six copies of previous work are 
recommended. Include a resume describing qualifications for the award.
Applications should be sent to the Matthew Hansen Endowment, Wilderness Institute, 
College of Forestry and Conservation, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT 59812.
The Matthew Hansen Endowment was established in 1984 as a memorial to Matthew 
Hansen and his ideals. Projects awarded from this endowment should encourage mindful 
stewardship of the land and contribute to the preservation of Montana’s heritage.
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For more information, or to make a contribution, call 243-5361.
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